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Oceanographic Systems Laboratory, WHOI: REMUS 600
Science Goal: Cross Shelf Run 2006

The REMUS 600 AUV was designed through funding from the Office of Naval Research
to support the Navy’s growing need for operations requiring extended endurance,
increased payload capacity, and greater operating depth. The REMUS 600 boasts the
same proven software and electronic subsystems found in our highly successful REMUS
100 AUV, with a depth rating and increased capabilities that take autonomous
operations to the next level.
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REMUS 600 as seen with the SSAM
configuration.
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WHOI Engineer Chris Rauch tests his new
Launch and Recovery system for the REMUS600 AUV aboard the R/V Tioga. (Tom Austin)
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Sample of a SSAM sonar image (J.
Fernandez)
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REMUS SSAM sonar image. (Jose
Fernandez)

REMUS 600 Pick in La Spezia, Italy 2005.
Seen here with SSAM integration.

Enlarge Image
REMUS 600, outfitted with a Laser Scale
Gradiometer (LSG), gets a lift back after
running an all day mission off the coast of
Panama City, FL. 2007 (Amy Kukulya)

Vehicle Specifications
Diameter

32.4 cm (12.75 in)

Weight

240 kg (530 lbs.)

Max depth

600 m (1968.5 ft)

The REMUS 600 is the most versatile member of the REMUS AUVs. Its modular design enables us to easily reconfigure its sensors for
mission specifics. It has a mission endurance of nearly 70 hours with speeds up to 5 knots at depths up to 600 meters. With its increased
payload it has a range of 286 nautical miles. Just like our smaller REMUS-100 it has the ease of operation to be used with a laptop and
very little auxiliary equipment.
The first REMUS 600 was developed at WHOI in 2003. Two more REMUS 600 (12.75 diameter) vehicles have been built to date.

SSAM Sensor Integration
Synthetic Aperture Sonar Imaging provides high resolution combined with large swath width as compared to conventional single beam
side-scans. In order to acquire high quality images with a SSAM integrated REMUS, REMUS-600 uses independently controlled tri-axial
fins to provide the capability for pitch, yaw and roll control. For SSAM, an extra set of fins was added forward to provide full translational
control capability, allowing the vehicle to actively control yaw and pitch for true trackline-parallel control, as well as zero-pitch with respect
to bottom slope.<br

Laser Scaler Gradiometer (LSG)/ Re-acquisition Payload
This payload assembly carries the new NSWC-PC LSG magnetometer with Electronic Still Camera and short range, dual frequency side
scan sonar. This sensor payload supports autonomous, large area search, and target localization, as well as the re-acquisation and
classification of targets (buried mines) in its survery area.
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